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Chapter 1 : 10 Modern Cases of Feral Children - Listverse
So the boy who had no family went to live with the bears. The mother bear had two other children and they became
brothers to the boy. They would roll and play together and soon the boy was almost as strong as a bear.

The boy who lived with Bears An Iroquois Legend There was once a boy whose father and mother had died
and he was left alone in the world. The only person he had to take care of him was his uncle, but his uncle was
not a kind man. The uncle thought that the boy was too much trouble and fed him only scraps from the table
and dressed him in tattered clothing and moccasins with soles that were worn away. But the boy never
complained because his parents had told him always to respect people older than himself. One day the uncle
decided to get rid of the boy. His uncle had never taken him hunting before. He followed him into the woods.
First his uncle killed a rabbit. The boy picked it up to carry it for the uncle and was ready to turn back to the
lodge, but his uncle shook his head. I am not done hunting. The boy was very happy, for they would have so
much to eat that surely his uncle would feed him well that night and he began to turn back, but the uncle shook
his head again. There was a great cliff and at its base a cave led into the rock. The opening to the cave was
large enough only for a small person to go into. He crawled into the cave. There were leaves and stones, but
there were no animals. And do you know what he saw? He saw his uncle rolling a great stone in front of the
mouth of the cave. And then everything was dark. The boy tried to move the stone, but it was no use. At first
he was afraid, but then he remembered what his parents had told him. The orenda of those who are good at
heart is very strong. If you do good and have faith, good things will come to you. This made the boy happy
and he began to sing a song. The song was about himself, a boy who had no parents and needed friends. As he
sang, his song grew louder, until he forgot he was trapped in a cave. But then he heard a scratching noise
outside and stopped singing, thinking his uncle had come back to let him out of the cave. However, as soon as
he heard the first of many voices outside his cave, he knew that he was wrong. That high squeaking voice was
not the voice of his uncle. There is no doubt that we should help him. The strange thing was that the boy could
understand all these voices, strange as they were. Then the stone began to move and light streamed into the
cave, blinding the boy who had been in the darkness for a long time. He crawled out, very stiff and cold, and
looked around him. He was surrounded by many animals! You are all so kind. But how can I choose which
one of you will be my parents? It is very dark and cozy in my tunnels and we have plenty of worms and grubs
to eat. We beavers eat the best bark from the sweetest trees and we dive under the water and sleep in our lodge
in the winter time. I live in a warm den and you would do well to come with me. She looked at him a long
time before she talked and when she spoke her voice was like a growling song. We eat the berries and the
roots which grow in the forest and our fur would keep you warm in the long season cold. I will come with you
and you will be my family. The mother bear had two other children and they became brothers to the boy. They
would roll and play together and soon the boy was almost as strong as a bear. One day they were all in the
forest seeking berries when the bear-woman motioned them to silence. The old bear-woman smiled. The old
bear- woman smiled. He is the flapping-mouth, the one who talks as he hunts and does not remember that
everything in the forest has ears. We bears can hear singing even if it is only thought, and not spoken. This one
is very dangerous to us, and we must hope he does not find us, for the four-legs who hunts with him can
follow our tracks wherever we go and the man himself does not give up until he has caught whatever it is that
he is hunting for. They ran across streams and up hills, but still the sound of the dog followed them. They ran
through swamps and thickets, but the hunters were still close behind. They crossed ravines and forced their
way through patches of thorns, but could not escape the sounds of pursuit. Finally, their hearts ready to burst
from exhaustion, the old bear-woman and the boy and the two bear-brothers came to a great hollow log. For a
time, there was no sound and then the noise of the dog sniffing at the end of their log came to their cars. The
old bear-woman growled and the dog did not dare to come in after them. Then, once again, things were quiet
and the boy began to hope that his family would be safe, but his hopes were quickly shattered when he
smelled smoke. The resourceful hunter had piled branches at the end of the log and was going to smoke them
out! The boy crawled out and looked into the face of the hunter--it was his uncle!! I came back to the cave
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where I left you, realizing that I had been a cruel and foolish man I thought they had killed you. And it was
true. Before the uncle had reached home, he had realized that he had been a wicked person. He had turned
back, resolved to treat the son of his own sister well from then on. His grief had truly been great when he had
found him gone. They are like my family now, Uncle. Please do not harm them. I will always be the friend of
bears from now on if what you say is true. They talked to the boy with words which sounded to the uncle like
nothing more than animals growling and told him that he must now be I human being again.
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Chapter 2 : Editions of The Boy Who Lived with the Bears: And Other Iroquois Stories by Joseph Bruchac
The boy who lived with Bears An Iroquois Legend. There was once a boy whose father and mother had died and he was
left alone in the world. The only person he had to take care of him was his uncle, but his uncle was not a kind man.

Description[ edit ] Feral children lack the basic social skills that are normally learned in the process of
enculturation. For example, they may be unable to learn to use a toilet , have trouble learning to walk upright
after walking on fours all their lives, or display a complete lack of interest in the human activity around them.
They often seem mentally impaired and have almost insurmountable trouble learning a human language. One
of the best-documented cases has supposedly been that of sisters Amala and Kamala , described by Reverend
J. Singh in as having been "raised by wolves" in a forest in India. French surgeon Serge Aroles , however, has
persuasively argued that the case was a fraud, perpetrated by Singh in order to raise money for his orphanage.
Child psychologist Bruno Bettelheim states that Amala and Kamala were born mentally and physically
disabled. Feral children who lived in isolation or with animals provided examples of this dilemma. Prior to the
s, feral and wild children stories were usually limited to myths and legends. In those tales, the depiction of
feral children included hunting for food, running on all fours, and not knowing language. Philosophers and
scientists were infatuated with such children, and began to question if these children were part of a different
species from the human family. The question was taken seriously as science tried to name and categorize the
development of humans, and the understanding of the natural world in the 18th and 19th century. Robert then
survived in the wild, presumably with vervet monkeys , for three years until he was found by soldiers. He was
given the name Saturday after the day he was found, and Mthiyane was the name of the headmistress of the
Special School which took him in. In , at the age of around 17, he could still not talk, and still walked and
jumped like a monkey. He never ate cooked food and refused to share or play with other children. Instead of
going into a care facility, he went to live with vervet monkeys. For two years he learned how to forage and
travel. The monkeys protected him in the wild. When he was around seven years old, he was brought back to
civilization. The only form of communication he could do was cry, and he was described as always wanting
food. He was discovered at age Raised by dogs[ edit ] Oxana Malaya was an eight-year-old girl who lived
with dogs for six years. She was found in a kennel with dogs in She was neglected by her parents who were
alcoholics. The three-year-old looking for comfort crawled into the farm and snuggled in with the dogs. Her
behavior imitated dogs more than humans. She walked on all fours, bared her teeth, and barked. She learned to
speak fluently and intelligently [15] and works at the farm milking cows, [16] [15] but remains somewhat
intellectually impaired. Ivan Mishukov , a six-year-old boy was rescued by the police in from wild dogs, who
he lived with for two years. He ran from his mother and her abusive alcoholic boyfriend at the age of four. At
the age of five, the boy was abandoned by his parents and escaped a child care facility with 15 street dogs. The
boy lived in a cave with the stray dogs and searched for food with them. He would search garbage cans to find
leftover food to eat. He was raised by dogs since he was little. In , he was found by the police, and he tried to
escape by going into the water. However, he was caught and hospitalized. From the ages of four to seven,
Trajan lived without his family. The boy was found at the age of seven and was described as a three-year-old
due to undernutrition. His mother had left her home because of domestic violence, and Traian ran from home
sometime after his mother left. He lived in the wild and took shelter in a cardboard box. Traian was found by
Manolescu Ioan, who had been walking across the country after his car broke down. In the surrounding area, a
dog that had been eaten was also found. Many assume that the boy was eating the dog to stay alive. When
Traian was being cared for, he would usually sleep under the bed and wanted to eat all the time. In , Traian
was being taken care of by his grandfather and was doing well in 3rd grade at school. He was neglected by his
parents because he had speaking and hearing problems. Social workers who found the boy were curious about
why the boy was not admitted to his local school. This boy was not able to talk as he lacked human interaction
and had many dog-like characteristics including walking on all fours, biting people, and sniffing his food
before eating. Madina lived with dogs from birth until she was three years old. She slept with them in the cold,
ate food with them, and played with them. Her father left her after she was born, and her mother became an
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alcoholic. She never looked after Madina since she was always too drunk and Madina would chew on bones
from the floor with the dogs. When social workers found Madina in , she acted like dogs and was not wearing
any clothes. Madina was being taken care of and the doctors said that she was mentally and physically healthy
even though after what she had gone through. He was raised by sheep for 8 years. He had no communication
skills and could not use the toilet. His parents left to find work and was left with his grandmother. His
grandmother took care of him until she passed away. He was discovered in the mountains of Peru and was
raised by goats. He walked and ran on all fours with the mountain goats. At the age of 12, he was rescued and
taken back to society and his parents. He later married and had children. The story of Hadara is often told in
west Sahara.
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Chapter 3 : Looking for a Childhood Book? Here's How. | Old Children's Books
In the title story, a young boy has lost his human family and finds love in the home of the Bears. Wise and foolish,
cowardly and brave animals teach humans how to live better lives, while providing entertainment.

For best results use only: Title, Author, Date Range, and Keywords. You will be able to limit your search
further once you reach the results page. This is the best book search engine on the net, from a huge Canadian
company originally started by booksellers. Millions of books of all kinds from dealers all over the world, some
not found in libraries. Most of the English language books ever published: You should limit your search at
least to Format: You can do this on the advanced search page or once you arrive at the results, using the left
hand column, as with abe. Often you can find more about the content of a title by going to an individual
library holding. Once you have narrowed down a possible title, try Amazon. The colour option on Google is
working better and better. I have started using Images on bing. Look in the left hand column to limit your
search to these. A few words can help: If all you can remember is a few words, try Google. Put the words in
quotes. Use only one or two, essential, easily-spelled, keywords. Try this sample Google search: Selling One
or Two Books. Probably the easiest place for an individual to sell books like those above is on Amazon. Look
up your book, click on the picture, then look in the blue box for "Have one to sell? If, and only if, Amazon has
listed the book in the past, will you be able to list also. Ebay is also very easy and inexpensive to use for a few
books and it allows you more room to describe the books. For pricing your book, it is easier and more accurate
to use the Abebooks. Then double check on Amazon because prices there are sometimes higher. The more
care you put into describing your books, the more likely you are to sell them. We do not purchase books
online, sight unseen. Please do not offer them to us. If you have a collection or several rare books you are
interested in selling to us, especially if you live in the Northwest, please look on http: Our email address is on
the Contact Us page. We never value a book over the net, nor do other reputable booksellers. Look through the
suggestions below.
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Chapter 4 : The Boy Who Lived with the Bears by Joseph Bruchac
the MOTHER BEAR TOLD THE BOY, you must be a human again. we will ALWAYS BE FRIENDS AND YOU WILL
KNOW THE WARMTH OF AN ANIMALS HEART. To the boy went to live with his uncle and he lived happily and was
friends with the bears and all the animals as long as he lived.

Share3 Shares 12K Feral children are human children who have lived away from human contact from a very
young age, and have little or no experience of human care, loving or social behavior, and, crucially, of human
language. Feral children are confined by humans often parents , brought up by animals, or live in the wild in
isolation. There have been over one hundred reported cases of feral children, and this is a selection of ten of
them. Shamdeo In May , a boy aged about four was discovered in the forest of Musafirkhana, about 20 miles
from Sultanpur. The boy was playing with wolf cubs. He had very dark skin, long hooked fingernails, matted
hair and calluses on his palms, elbows and knees. He shared several characteristics with Kamala and Amala:
He was named Shamdeo and taken to the village of Narayanpur. Although weaned off raw meat, he never
talked, but learnt some sign language. He died in February Her diet consisted of birds, frogs and fish, leaves,
branches and roots. Given a rabbit, she immediately skinned and devoured it. She is said to have used her
thumbs to dig out roots and swing from tree to tree like a monkey. She was a very fast runner and had
phenomenally sharp eyesight. When the Queen of Poland, the mother of the French queen, passed through
Champagne in to take possession of the Duchy of Lorraine, she heard about the girl and took her hunting,
where she outran and killed rabbits. She summoned help and the boy was cornered up a tree. His knees were
almost white from walking on them. A villager identified the boy as John Sesebunya, last seen in at the age of
two or three when his father murdered his mother and disappeared. For the next three years or so, he lived
wild. He vaguely remembers monkeys coming up to him, after a few days, and offering him roots and nuts,
sweet potatoes and kasava. The five monkeys, two of them young, were wary at first, but befriended him
within about two weeks and taught him, he says, to travel with them, to search for food and to climb trees. The
boy walked on all fours, but occasionally assumed an upright gait, suggesting to Auger that he was abandoned
or lost at about seven or eight months, having already learnt to stand. He habitually twitched his muscles,
scalp, nose and ears, much like the rest of the herd, in response to the slightest noise. He would eat desert roots
with his teeth, pucking his nostrils like the gazelles. He appeared to be herbivorous apart from the occasional
agama lizard or worm when plant life was lacking. His teeth edges were level like those of a herbivorous
animal. In an unsuccessful attempt was made to catch the boy in a net suspended from a helicopter; unlike
most of the feral children of whom we have records, the gazelle boy was never removed from his wild
companions. She picked up a number of dog-like habits and found it difficult to master language. They lived
in an impoverished area where there were wild dogs roaming the streets. She lived in a dog kennel behind her
house where she was cared for by dogs and learned their behaviours and mannerisms. She growled, barked
and crouched like a wild dog, sniffed at her food before she ate it, and was found to have acquired extremely
acute senses of hearing, smell, and sight. It would appear the small apartment doubled as an aviary with cages
filled with dozens of birds. In an interview, one of his rescuers, Social Worker Galina Volskaya, said that his
mother treated him like another pet. While he was never physically harmed by his mother, she simply never
spoke to him. The boy was stolen from his parents by a leopardess in the North Cachar Hills near Assam in
about , and three years later recovered and identified. His knees had hard callosities on them and his toes were
retained upright almost at right angles to his instep. The palms of his hands and pads of his toes and thumbs
were also covered with very tough horny skin. When first caught, he bit and fought with everyone and any
wretched village fowl which came within his reach was seized, torn to pieces and eaten with extraordinary
rapidity. The mother wolf was shot. The girls were named Kamala and Amala, and were thought to be aged
about eight and two. According to Singh, the girls had misshapen jaws, elongated canines, and eyes that shone
in the dark with the peculiar blue glare of cats and dogs. Amala died the following year, but Kamala survived
until , by which time she had given up eating carrion, had learned to walk upright and spoke about 50 words.
Finally overcome, this turned out to be a human child, though utterly bear-like in her voice, habits and
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physique. She refused all cooked food and slept on a mattress in a dark corner of her room. Investigations
showed that a two-year-old child had disappeared from a nearby village 14 years earlier, and it was presumed
that a bear had adopted her. He climbed trees with ease, lived off plants and seemed incapable of speech. He
refused bread, preferring to strip the bark from green twigs and suck on the sap; but he eventually learnt to eat
fruit and vegetables. He was presented at court in Hanover to George I, and taken to England, where he was
studied by leading men of letters.
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Chapter 5 : Top shelves for The Boy Who Lived with the Bears
Six Iroquois stories, including Rabbit and Fox, How the Birds Got Their Feathers, Turtle Makes War on Man, Chipmunk
and Bear, Rabbit's Snow Dance and the Boy Who Lived With the Bears.

The only person he had to take care of him was his uncle, but his uncle was not a kind man. The uncle thought
that the boy was too much trouble and fed him only scraps from the table and dressed him in tattered clothing
and moccasins with soles that were worn away. But the boy never complained because his parents had told
him always to respect people older than himself. One day the uncle decided to get rid of the boy. His uncle had
never taken him hunting before. He followed him into the woods. First his uncle killed a rabbit. The boy
picked it up to carry it for the uncle and was ready to turn back to the lodge, but his uncle shook his head. I am
not done hunting. The boy was very happy, for they would have so much to eat that surely his uncle would
feed him well that night and he began to turn back, but the uncle shook his head again. There was a great cliff
and at its base a cave led into the rock. The opening to the cave was large enough only for a small person to go
into. He crawled into the cave. There were leaves and stones, but there were no animals. And do you know
what he saw? He saw his uncle rolling a great stone in front of the mouth of the cave. And then everything was
dark. The boy tried to move the stone, but it was no use. At first he was afraid, but then he remembered what
his parents had told him. The orenda of those who are good at heart is very strong. If you do good and have
faith, good things will come to you. This made the boy happy and he began to sing a song. The song was
about himself, a boy who had no parents and needed friends. As he sang, his song grew louder, until he forgot
he was trapped in a cave. But then he heard a scratching noise outside and stopped singing, thinking his uncle
had come back to let him out of the cave. However, as soon as he heard the first of many voices outside his
cave, he knew that he was wrong. That high squeaking voice was not the voice of his uncle. There is no doubt
that we should help him. The strange thing was that the boy could understand all these voices, strange as they
were. Then the stone began to move and light streamed into the cave, blinding the boy who had been in the
darkness for a long time. He crawled out, very stiff and cold, and looked around him. He was surrounded by
many animals! You are all so kind. But how can I choose which one of you will be my parents? It is very dark
and cozy in my tunnels and we have plenty of worms and grubs to eat. We beavers eat the best bark from the
sweetest trees and we dive under the water and sleep in our lodge in the winter time. I live in a warm den and
you would do well to come with me. She looked at him a long time before she talked and when she spoke her
voice was like a growling song. We eat the berries and the roots which grow in the forest and our fur would
keep you warm in the long season cold. I will come with you and you will be my family. The mother bear had
two other children and they became brothers to the boy. They would roll and play together and soon the boy
was almost as strong as a bear. One day they were all in the forest seeking berries when the bear-woman
motioned them to silence. The old bear-woman smiled. The old bear- woman smiled. He is the
flapping-mouth, the one who talks as he hunts and does not remember that everything in the forest has ears.
We bears can hear singing even if it is only thought, and not spoken. This one is very dangerous to us, and we
must hope he does not find us, for the four-legs who hunts with him can follow our tracks wherever we go and
the man himself does not give up until he has caught whatever it is that he is hunting for. They ran across
streams and up hills, but still the sound of the dog followed them. They ran through swamps and thickets, but
the hunters were still close behind. They crossed ravines and forced their way through patches of thorns, but
could not escape the sounds of pursuit. Finally, their hearts ready to burst from exhaustion, the old
bear-woman and the boy and the two bear-brothers came to a great hollow log. For a time, there was no sound
and then the noise of the dog sniffing at the end of their log came to their cars. The old bear-woman growled
and the dog did not dare to come in after them. Then, once again, things were quiet and the boy began to hope
that his family would be safe, but his hopes were quickly shattered when he smelled smoke. The resourceful
hunter had piled branches at the end of the log and was going to smoke them out! The boy crawled out and
looked into the face of the hunter--it was his uncle!! I came back to the cave where I left you, realizing that I
had been a cruel and foolish man. I thought they had killed you. And it was true. Before the uncle had reached
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home, he had realized that he had been a wicked person. He had turned back, resolved to treat the son of his
own sister well from then on. His grief had truly been great when he had found him gone. They are like my
family now, Uncle. Please do not harm them. I will always be the friend of bears from now on if what you say
is true. They talked to the boy with words which sounded to the uncle like nothing more than animals
growling and told him that he must now be I human being again.
Chapter 6 : Boy & Bear - Wikipedia
Naomi and her classmates perform a Native American story at their end of the year picnic.

Chapter 7 : The Boy Who Lived With the Bears
About the Book. Presents a collection of traditional Iroquois tales in which animals learn about the importance of caring
and responsibility and the dangers of selfishness and pride.

Chapter 8 : calendrierdelascience.com | The Boy Who Lived with the Bears: And Other Iroquois Stories
The Boy Who Lived With The Bears: And Other Iroquois Stories (Hardcover) Published December 1st by HarperCollins
Publishers Hardcover, 63 pages.

Chapter 9 : The boy who told Bear Grylls: 'You suck' - BBC News
Presents a collection of traditional Iroquois tales in which animals learn about the importance of caring and responsibility
and the dangers of selfishness and pride.
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